XPC Zen: Shuttle redefines
small form factor [again]
This ATI RADEON™ 9100 IGP-based SFF
with external power supply is nearly silent
yet delivers leading-edge performance
(Taipei, Taiwan — January 20, 2003) Shuttle Inc, a leading provider of small form-factor (SFF) computers
and mainboards, has introduced the XPC Zen (ST62K). Built around the revolutionary ATI RADEON 9100
chipset, this highly-advanced SFF computer delivers leading-edge integrated graphics performance and
redefines the standard for low-noise, low-temperature operation.
“XPC Zen is among the first full-featured desktop computers to offer an external power supply,” said
Ken Huang, vice president, systems R&D. “But, with ATI industry-best RADEON 9100 IGP, dual-channel
DDR400 and Intel® Hyper-Threading technology processor support, Zen serves up truly impressive
performance.”
This completely new, re-engineered SFF computer delivers slick consumer styling and incredible
integrated graphics performance. Further, with support for Intel Pentium® 4 and Celeron® processors,
and dual-channel DDR400 memory, XPC Zen delivers incredible power despite its small size and “Super
Quiet, Super Cool” operation.
Shuttle’s XPC Zen is housed in the all-new “K” enclosure featuring stylish “pearl” colored front panel
with attractive rounded corners and edges. XPC Zen marks a new milestone in small form factor
environmental and ergonomic design.
Shuttle ignited the SFF computer revolution in 2000 with the SV24 and reinvented the platform with the
introduction of the XPC in 2002. Today, the award-winning Shuttle XPC is the best-selling small form
factor brand and is available in over 100 countries worldwide.
Shuttle creates, others follows
########
For information on Shuttle, and Shuttle mainboards and XPCs, send mail to shuttlenews@tw.shuttle.com.
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